
Journey to the center o the

into three different areas: the
sushi restaurant in the front,
which greets patrons when they
walk downstairs; the cellular
room, which contains a bar; and
the Lotus Room in the back,
which is also accessed via
private elevator. The honey-
combed walls, geometric
arches, flowing lines, and the
placement of the custom
banquettes and ottomans,
create a "Fantastic Voyage"- 
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done before and I don,t want to
copy somebody's ideas,,,,
Romeo recalls. "l had no budge,t
flimit] for lighting and sound. We
want to franchise [Lotus], so I

wanted [it] to be very unique.,,
Romeo's initial desire to include
a sushi bar gave rise to the
singular concept of the Lotus
flower. That symbol would guide.he design of the 5,000-square-
foot rectangular space. Lead
architect lVichael Francis of DC_
based Queue, LLC

never beenWith D.C.'s successful dance
club Fur in their portfolio, owner
Ir/ichael Romeo and Virginia
sound and light specialists Ohm
Productions (ohmproductions.
com) had only themselves to top
while developing their first
lounge. So when it came time to
transform a former office space
into the swank and otherworldly
barlrestau rant/ni ghtclub Lotus
Lounge, Romeo expected Ohm
to devise an interior that would
amaze his upscale clientele.

"l told them, 'l want to do

"As one moves through the
club, the cell structures morph
and enlarge,,,says
Francis. "Once in the Lotus
Rogfn,lhe elements

Francis designed around
the equally ambitious lighting
scheme, created by Ohm's
Ryan Rafferty. Alongside
head rigger Charlie Weiner
and master electrician
Naaman Wood, Rafferty
developed and constructed
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CHRTSTINE C?TTER Las Angeles TimesFREE TICKETS: Lamb of Godis scheduledto p,la?.t at the
Ozafest in late Julg in San Bernardino.

Differentdrummers r Live Oak Campground, Hlghway 154,
Santa Brbara; weekend pass 9120, day
passes sold on dny ofevent. Tickets
available at Tb nderbolt Books, El2
Santa Monics Blvd., Smta Monica, (310)
899-9279, or through
u uw.li g htning inab ottle. org.

May26-28: TopangaDays
CountryFair

The Memorial Day hippie ba-

On the alternative front. a
few festivals wilI offer glimpses
into a better world, one un-
touched by wastefuI consumer-
ism and commercial entertain-
ment policies. Bless.

May 11-13: Lightning
in a Bottle

Fresh from Coachella, La
Tribal event promoters the Do-
Lab host a three-day camping
excursion filled vrith beats
(Bassnectar, Lawgiverz, Kid Be-
yond and more), green work-
shcips and art instaliations.

zaar inciudes belly-dancing ex-
hibitions, healing arts demon-
strations and performances by
John Doe (X) and Mike Stinson.
Inake sure to find good seats for
ivlonday's parade.
r 1440 N. Topuga Canyon Blvd.: 11 a.m.
to 6 p,m. Adults $15, kids 6 to 12 and
seniore $7. F'or info: wuu,topanga
c ommunikl club.ar g ito p da?l s 07 /inde r.htm.

I made movie created by Ohm
I video tech Craig Macon - to' an Element Labs Versa

DRIVE D2, which routes the
image to the individual pixels
on the wall.

Ohm intended for the wall to
forcefully shift hues and
ambiance within the room,
rather than act as a large
video screen, therefore
accounting for the low
resolution that only hints at
the video content beinE
screened on it. "We didn,t
want it to be a video wall,,,
asserts Rafferty.,,Unless
you're going for that kind of
thing, like a video club, it cJdesl
detract from the human

or water, or a custom-

pixel wall that dominates one
side of the cellular room.

lVlore than 50 feet long and
srx teet high with 40,000 feet
of cable nesfled inside, the l

wall is the biggest of its kind
in North America. painstak_
ing-ly assembled by Rafferty
to fit within the fabricated
honeycomb polymers
designed by Francis, the
individual circular pixels
placed on the wall project a
low-resolution video image
initially selected by the
lighting tech using the
Avolites Azure console. A
DIVX signal triggers a lVlac
media server to send a video
1nage-astockshot of

Labs Luminar

Romeo describes the overall.effect: ,,Earlier, 
[people are] orderingfood, mixed drinks. [But] the whole atmosphere .f,rng". a lot as thenight progresses. The wall starts moving. The place gets louder, andwe have the Kryogenifex that comes oul at 12 until two a.m.,,

Hidden Sound

anAs added Lotusfeature, also went for the Kryogenifex liquid
effectsnitrogen system. Kryogenifex atmosphere manipulator

GonzalezAlejandro outfitted the cellular room with two "curtain"Kr,yoand the Lotusnozzles, room with two low nozzles.dispersion
ofBecause the club's bothstze, types disperse just tomistenoughthe room lncomfortably. with thekeeping thedesign strategy,tubesand theof weresystem carefully andconcealed, the systemcan be eitheroperated from box inKryo the DJ room or remoteby'control.

The volume to which refersRomeo COMES from the sound system
JohnOhm's Fiorito. He the



dbx use them anywhere I

have a two- or three-way crossover," Fiorito
says. "ln my opinion, you can spend more
money, but you're not going to find a
processor that's easier to use. The GUI in
the intedace is excellent; it's very simple to
scroll through. You can see multiple inputs
and outputs. With other products, you can
only see what you're doing on one ch

found speakers that could work within the
club's conceptual schema. They had to be
powedul yet compact, so Fiorito opted for
the EAW Avalon series for highs and mids,
and the Funktion-One MiniBass 212.

Fiorito customized the Avalon with an
upgraded 12-inch driver that contained a
larger voice coil, and ordered them in
white. The Avalons are positioned using
custom{abricated U-brackets atop the
ceiling, and painted white to blend into the
background. The Funktion Ones are
underneath the banquettes. All are
powered by Crest 9200 amplifiers.

"There's a lot of sound in this space, way

more than you actually need, but the
reason for that is that we can run it at a
lower volume and create a higher sound
pressure level," Fiorito explains. "People
are dancing, but they're still able to carry
on a nice conversation because of these
cabinets and the placement of the
cabinets."

Filling out coverage in between the rooms
are 10 EAW UB50s, which are powered by
Crest 8200s. Ohm thanKully avoided
cancellation issues because of the club's
forgiving footprint, making the acoustical
design a relatively painless process.

Signal proceSsing was handled by the

looking in or out." A Furman Series ll PWR
conditioner protects the system from any
lifethreatening power surges.

Alongside Fur and Romeo's soonto-be-
opened rock'n' roll biker-themed Tattoo,
Lotus Lounge raises the bar for its market,
thanks to the informed and imaginative
choices of its installers. Asked about how
this club compares to others Ohm has
worked on over the years, Raffe(y offers, I

"ln terms of size, it's not necessarily the
biggest install we've done. Fur had a lot
more in the way of moving lights and rooms
and things like that. But as far as emerging
technology and just hitting the nail on the
head for what we wanted, no compromises,
this is number one so farl' He adds,
laughing, "We're not done yet, though." C

www. lotusloungedc.com
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More than 50 feet long and six leet high with

40,000 leet of cable nestled inside, the LED

wall i$the biggest of its kind in North America.


